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 "TIMELESS DESIGNS,UNMATCHED QUALITY"



OUR PROMISE

David Beausoleil, Founder & CEO

You will not find a
landscape lighting
system that offers more
durability, performance
or value.

We guarantee that a
CAST Lighting system
designed and installed
by a trained professional
will transform your
nighttime experience and
age gracefully with your
landscape.

BUILT
TO 

LAST



https://cast-lighting.com/


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape


BEAUTY

INNOVATION

DURABILITY

TIMELESS

Purchasing a landscape lighting system is like commissioning
a work of art. The lighting designer employs skill and
experience to paint the scene with light. CAST luminaires
deliver this light and are, themselves, beautiful additions to
your landscape. 

While other manufacturers cut costs by replicating existing products
and outsourcing production to Asia, CAST Lighting continues to
innovate and design bronze products right here in the United States.
CAST products are produced by workers skilled in the ancient art of
sand-casting. With this commitment to integrating the old and the
new, CAST continues to push the envelope of quality, durability,
performance, and design.

David Beausoleil, Founder and CEO, is a visionary who works closely with
lighting designers and engineers to develop innovative and timeless pieces
that deliver glare free illumination. The best lighting designers understand the
elimination of glare is the make or break for every project. Tools for the
professional, inspired by nature. Every thoughtful design delivers exceptional
lighting that effortlessly blends into and enhances the beauty of your
landscape.

CAST Lighting luminaires and system components are unquestionably the
most rugged and durable products on the market, especially in the coastal
environment. Most other manufacturers use inferior materials unsuited for
outdoor applications that fail within a few years. CAST Lighting fixtures are
constructed of solid bronze and heavy-duty copper that are built to last
forever. Our products age gracefully with your landscape as the years pass,
think copper gutters and the statue of liberty. 

WHY CHOOSE CAST?

Lifetime Warranty on all CAST Landscape Fixtures

I selected CAST because
I wanted lighting that was

durable and that
matched the natural

beauty of my landscape.
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Copper

Brass

Steel

Aluminum

Bronze, cast in sand,
results in a distinctive
textured surface that

withstands physical and
chemical abuse better
than any other metal.

SOLID SAND-CAST BRONZE: UNMATCHED QUALITY

The outdoor landscape is a harsh environment.
Lighting fixtures must endure heat and cold, moisture
and drought, rain and snow, acid and alkaline soils,
and all sorts of physical and chemical abuse. Bronze is
the only metal that withstands these challenges.
Bronze never corrodes, chips, cracks, or breaks. It is
also the most beautiful metal, aging naturally to a fine
patina, blending gracefully into the landscape. 

Bronze

Corrosion Properties of Metals 
Used in Lighting Fixtures

CAST Solid Bronze luminaires proceed through a process of color changes. The bare
metal darkens to an old penny brown then finally patinas to a bluish-green. The process
proceeds rapidly in wet, salty environments and more slowly in dry climates. The process
can be accelerated or stopped through chemical treatments.

Least Subject to Corrosion

THE PATINA PROCESS

WHY SOLID BRONZE?
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Most Subject to Corrosion



The Professional's
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Ease of Installation
Durability
Performance
Safety & Security
Lifetime Value
Beauty

Choice

"CAST LIGHTING IS COMMITTED

TO THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF

EXCELLENCE FROM DESIGN TO

MACHINING & ASSEMBLY. NO

OTHER BRAND CAN COMPETE

WITH THIS PRODUCT LINE."

Behind the rugged
exterior of CAST Lighting
products are a host of
features and components
designed for:

EXCELLENCE FROM 

THE START
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-bullet-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-bullet-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-area-path-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-11-bullet-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-11-bullet-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-tree-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-tree-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-spot-wash-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-spot-wash-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-niche-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-niche-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-wall-wash
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-wall-wash
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=10&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-savannah-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-deck-light




https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-engineered-wall-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-engineered-wall-light


"Cast lighting brought
a sense of warmth 
to our home"
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"our landscape and architectural
details truly came to life after

installing cast lighting." 
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=16&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=16&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-well-lights
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-ground-lights
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-well-lights
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-lens-bronze-ring
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-grate-with-opening
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-grate


Design Tip

CAST Well Lights are ideal when 
the light source needs to originate 
from a flat paved or turf surface.
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https://cast-lighting.com/source/search?search=color+control


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-parts/bluetooth-color-control-path-light-module
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-parts/cast-led-path-light-retrofit-module
https://cast-lighting.com/source/search?search=color+control
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-new-orleans-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-new-orleans-area-path-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-savannah-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-savannah-area-path-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape/search?search=mushroom
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-large-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-large-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-mushroom-canopy-mount-area-light
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape/search?search=china+hat
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-china-hat-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-china-hat-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-large-china-hat-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mini-china-hat-area-path-light-incandescent
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-china-hat-canopy-mount-area-light


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-saratoga-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-saratoga-area-path-light


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-chelsea-london-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-chelsea-london-area-path-light


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-nouveau-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-nouveau-area-path-light


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-prairie-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-prairie-area-path-light


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=11&styles=2&made_usa=


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=11&styles=2&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-china-hat-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-cabana-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-borneo-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-led-path-light
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The keystone of CAST’s support is our website at www.cast-lighting.com. Instead of
producing specification binders, we give ready access to all updated detail drawings and
photometrics. These can be freely downloaded and inserted into bid packages. They are
also available, free-of-charge, on CD and through www.caddetails.com.

The CAST Performance Bid Specification is an extremely valuable tool. It enables the
Architect to build specifications based on performance to ensure that installations are
carried through with the highest system integrity.

When Landscape Architects undertake lighting projects, they need absolute confidence that
system components function exactly as specified. CAST Lighting works closely with
Architects and Designers, supporting them by providing performance bid specifications,
product and typical installation detail drawings, and accurate photometrics.

Available online at www.cast-lighting.com

SUPPORT FOR ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=18&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=18&styles=&made_usa=
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CAST LIGHTING NO-OX  WIRE*
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CAST MULTI-TAP TRANSFORMERS 

Model

Master Series - Stainless Steel, Extra Common

Watts Voltage Taps

CM900SSMT 900 12-18

CM1200SSMT 1200 12-18

Journeyman Series - Stainless Steel

CJ300SSMT 300 12-15

CJ600SSMT* 600 12-15

CJ900SSMT 900 12-15

Mini Stainless Steel Transformers - with Internal Time Clock

CJT75SSMTTC 75 12V, 15V

TRANSFORMER ACCESSORIES

Model Description

CTTC Manual Time Clock

CTDTC* Digital Time Clock
CTPC* Photocell

CTRPC Remote Photocell

*220/240V Models Available

Model Gauge Feet

CLW162500 #16/2 500'

CLW142500 #14/2 500'

CLW122500 #12/2 500'

CLW122250 #12/2 250'

CLW102500 #10/2 500'

CLW82500 #8/2 500'

*Wire is printed with remaining feet.

CAST LIGHTING NO-OX 
TIN-COATED MARINE-GRADE WIRE
The outdoor environment corrodes ordinary all-copper wire;
CAST Lighting tin-coated marine-grade wire resists corrosion
and maintains system integrity.

CAST Lighting No-Ox  Tin-
Coated Marine-Grade Wire is UL
listed for the US and Canada.
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https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-no-ox-wire-2
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-no-ox-wire-2
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-master-series-transformers
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-journeymen-series-transformers
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-75va-dual-tap-journeymen-transformer
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories?cats=31&styles=&made_usa=


CNO13CB

https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-bullet-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-led-bullet
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-11-bullet-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-tree-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-spot-wash-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-niche-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-wall-wash
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-savannah-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-deck-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-engineered-wall-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-new-orleans-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-new-orleans-canopy-mount-area-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-savannah-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-large-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-mushroom-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-mushroom-canopy-mount-area-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mini-china-hat-area-path-light-incandescent
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-large-china-hat-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-china-hat-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-small-china-hat-canopy-mount-area-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-saratoga-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-chelsea-london-area-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-led-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-borneo-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-cabana-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-china-hat-path-light
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-configuration
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-classic-mr-16-well-lights
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-grate
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-lens-bronze-ring
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-well-light-grate-with-opening
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-tree-mount-ss-hanger-bolts
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-craftsman-series-bronze-ground-lights
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-heavy-duty-mounting-stake
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-long-fixture-mounting-stake
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-standard-fixture-mounting-stake
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-spider-splice-box-assembly
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-large-talon-stake
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/telescopic-path-light-set-in-stake-stem-extensions
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/e-z-riser-set-in-stake-custom-riser-system
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/floor-mount-stem-assembly
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/tree-light-mounting-canopy
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/threadless-cast-mounting-canopy
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-remote-photocell
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-hexcell-louver
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/part-cast-20-amp-waterproof-wire-nut


https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/set-in-stone-flexible-conduit
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/set-in-stone-wall-light-mounting-module
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/transition-adapter
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-tree-light-transition-adapter
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-s8-voltage-testing-tool
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-mr-16-voltage-testing-tool
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/wire-crimping-tool
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-8-bit-screwdriver
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-ideal-automatic-wire-stripper
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-wire-spinner-dispenser
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products/cast-no-ox-wire-2
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape/search?search=BULK+HEAT
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape/search?search=BULK+NON-INSULATED+SEAMLESS+PARALLEL+BUTT+SPLICE+WIRE+CRIMP+CONNECTIONS
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape/search?search=BULK+NON-INSULATED+SEAMLESS+PARALLEL+BUTT+SPLICE+WIRE+CRIMP+CONNECTIONS
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-products?cats=18&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/contractor-parts-kit
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-plug-in-time-clock
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-accessories/cast-digital-time-clock
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-parts?cats=34&styles=&made_usa=
https://cast-lighting.com/landscape-parts/cast-led-path-light-retrofit-module


old 
world 

craftsmanship...
tomorrow’s
technology
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